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NAT!ONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTIOS 
ADVANCE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
THEORY AND APPLICAT!ON OF HOT-WIRE INSTRUMENTS IN 
THE INVESTIGATtON OF ~RBULENT !OUNDARY LAYERS 
~y G. B. Schubauer a nd P. S. Xlebanoff 
SUMMARY 
An account is given of th e r e cent developments in hot-
wire instruments for use in tur bul ent boundary layers to 
determine the magnitude of the sev eral components of the 
turbulent Velocity fluctuation a to gether with the correlation 
between them and turbulent shearing stress. The instruments 
were developed in order to make po ssible a study of the 
turbulent characteristics of t h e l ayer as well as the average 
\ charaot er is tics in a general inv es t iga t ion of -the turbul en t 
boundary layer under conditions p r oducing separation. The 
experimental setup used to provid e a thick turbulent boundary 
layer is desoribed, and resul t. a r e included to show the 
general nature of the boundary lay er. as wall as examples of 
the measured fluctUations, cor r el a tion coefficient, and 
turbulent shearing stress. F inal l y the errors inherent in 
the hot-wire method are dis ·euss ed . 
I. !21TRODT] C!!' I ON 
The object of this inves tigat ion of the characteristics 
of turbulent boundary layers 1 s t o provide a sound basis of 
understanding of the turbulen t typ e ot boundary layer through 
careful study of its development and separation. The inves-
tigation involves the measurement of pressure distribution, 
distribution of mean velocity a cr oss the layer, boundary layer 
thickness, and shape parameter, a s well as measurements of the 
turbulent charaoteristics of t h e l ayer. 
While a considerable fun d ~~ infor~atl~n exists on the 
mean flow in turbulent bou~ary l a yers, little is known about 
the turbule.noe itself. All.- c C) ncer ned with the boundary-layer 
problem agree, however, th~t t u r bulent mixing prooesses are 
--___ -" 0 __ _ - _ _ _ 
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the fundamental processes in the boundar7 layer and contain 
the explanation of such average characteristics as velocity 
distribution, internal friction or Ihearing stress, and sep-
aration in an adverse pressur e gradient. It is therefore 
not for lack of importance t hat t u r bul ence measurements hav e· 
been neglected. but rather fr ~m a laok of suitable instru-
ments and techniques for making t he necessary measurements. 
When the present boundary-lay er inv estigation was undertaken, 
it was deoided to determine a s many characteristios of the 
turbulence as possible. along with the average characteris-
tics of the layer. to fill i n t he gap left by former investi-
gators. In order to make th e t ur bu 1en oe measurements, it 
has been necessary first to d evel op some special t7pe of hot-
wire anemometer instruments . The present report covers re-
searoh on development of the vari ous hot-wire instruments 
and their adaptation to the t ur bulent boundary-layer investi-
gation. 
In order to see what tur bulent characteristics of the 
layer should be measured to b es t furth er an understanding of' 
turbulent boundary layers. i t i s well to look into the usual 
boundary-layer concepts asso c iated with turbulence. It is 
customary to think in terme of the vel oc ity fluctuations and 
to regard these fluctUations as t he velocity of migration of 
fluid masses relative to the mean flow. The three mutuall~ 
perpendicular components of th e f luotua tions are denoted her e 
by u. v, and wand are d ef ined under Symbols in the fol-
lowing section. As expressed by Von Xarman in reference 1, 
the main characteristics of t ur bulent flow at a given point 
are the magnitudes of the flu ctuations and the correlation 
between them. -1he average pr oduc t of th e fluotuations, as, 
for example, uv. multiplied by the density are the turbu-
lent shearing stresses. Mom en tum transfer. whioh gives rise 
t o the shearing stresses, inv olves the conoept of a length, 
or characteristic size, of th e regi on involved in the turbu-
lent exchange. The descrip tive' term "mi%ing length" to de-
note this charaoteristic length waB first used by Prandtl. 
The migratory processes ar e imagined ~o be somewhat 
analogous to those involved i n th e kin e tic theory of gases, 
with the turbulent motions c orr es ponding in the analogy to 
molecular motions in a gas a nd the mixing length correspond-
i ng to the mean free path. Whi le such concepts have been in 
use for many years, little i s known about the aotual nature 
of the processes, and assumpti ons about them have had to be 
made in formulating fundamen t al laws. In relatively simple 
cases, such as turbulent flo w i n pipes and turbulent boundary 
layers on plane surfaces, t he a ssumptions have yielded formu-
- ---~ --- -- - --- . ------~--~~--~--~----- .-- '-
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l as for mean velooity distribu ti on in fair agreement with 
experimentj but in cases wher e a t urbul ent boundary layer 
d evelops under the combined a oti on of friction and large 
pressure gradients, the usual as sumptions lead to erroneoua 
results and are obviously not valid. This is partioular17 
t rue in large adverse pressur e gradients, and it is here 
t hat the greatest need arises tor an understanding ot the 
actual nature of the turbulent pro cesses. 
3 
There is need, therefore , t or experimental determina-
t ions of the magnitude of the vari ous components of the 
f luctuations, the correlation be tw een components, the tur-
bulent shearing stresses, and mixi ng lengths in turbulent 
boundary layers. These will prov ide the ba8io information 
on which to base laws governing th e mean motion and the de-
velopment of the layer. The obj ec t in instrument develop-
ment has been to obtain the means for making measurements 
t hat will permit the determinat i on of as many of these quan-
t i t ies as possible. 
This investigation, conduct ed at the National »ureau of 
Standards, was sponsored by and conducted with the financial 
assistance of the National Advi s or y Oommittee for Aeronautios. 
II. SYM:BOLS 
Uo free-stream velocity. defi ned here as the velocity 
that would exist in t he region occupied by the wall 
with the wall absent 
qo free-stream dynamic pressu re corresponding to Uo 
U local mean velocity a t any point 
U1 particular local mean vel ooity just outside of 
boundary layer 
distance along surfac e mea sured from the forward 
stagnat10n poin t 
y distance normal to surf &c e , measured from the surface 
z coordinate normal to x and 1 with or1gin on the 
center line (In the two-d imensional case considered 
here, mean flow condi ti ons do not vary in the z-
dir ect ion. ) 
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x,y,z coordinates ot.· a p Oint in boundary layer 
xy-plane plane of mean flo w 
xz-plane plane normal to x~plane and tangent to local 
dlr ect ion of mean f .l ow at all po in ts 
u 
v 
u' 
v t 
x-component of vel oc ity flu ctuation lying in x~ 
and xz-plane 
y-component of ve l oc ity flu ctuation lying in xy-
plane 
z-oomponent of vel oc it y fluctuation lying in xz-
plane 
root-mean-s quare value s of u, v, and Wi that is, 
u' =~ , v' :a~V2 , wt =1w 3 , where the ba r 
4 
wt denotes mean valu e. The primed symbols are used to 
avoid an awkward n ot at i on in equations 
uv 
h 
'II 
T 
o 
mean value of produ ct of u and v 
angle between ax is of hot wire and direction of 
wind at the locat ion of the wire 
rate of heat loss f r om hot wire, watts per second 
instantaneous temper ature of wire 
equilibrium tempera t ur e of wire 
mean temperature of ho t wire, degrees 0 
air temperature, degr e es C; al so temperature of 
wire when unheated 
\ 
mesn resistance of ho t wire a t temperature T, ohms 
resistance of wir e a t temperature Ta. ohms 
resistance of unhea ted wire a t 0 0 C 
res i stiv i ty of. th e ma ter ial of the wire at 0 0 C 
. I 
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a. 
1 
11 = iR 
temper&ture coeffioient of reeistance referred 
to 0° C 
slope of temperature - resistance curve 
current through hot wire 
mean voltage across h ot wire (When two wires 
are used, 11 denote s mean voltage across wire 
I and Ea denotes mean voltage acros. wire II.) 
11a = El + Ea sum of mean vol tage a crose pair of wires 
Eb == E1 - Ea di ffe rence of mean vo ltage acros 8 pair of wi ree 
e 
t 
Me 
M 
'Y 
! 
m 
s 
Pl 
r 
P 
14 
" = 
'tJ./p 
,. 
= -P uv 
change in Eb per radian 
(with various subs cri pts) voltage fluctuation 
compensated for wire lag 
time 
lag constant of wi r e 
time constant, second s 
phase angle 
frequenoy. cycles per second 
mass of the hot wire 
specific heat of ma t erial of the wire 
density of material of the wire 
radius of wire 
density of air, slugs per oubic foot 
visoosity of air . s l ug ft- 1 sec- 1 
kinematic viscosity of air. ft a aec- 1 
shearing stress, pound per square foot 
,. 
------- --------------- .--- -- - -----
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TO shearing stress on the surface or ekin friction 
cf = T/l/2 pV 1 ~ =' 2uv/U 1 a frio tion ooefficient 
x: :: uv / u ' V leo r r e 1 a t ion c o e:f fi e i en t 
t mixing length 
8 boundar~layer thicknes s 
6" displacement thickness (~m(l ~) dY) 
a momentum thickness (~ ~, (1 - ~;) dY) 
H -_ 8·' /9 shape parameter 
C chord of wall, 27. 9 fee t 
X8 position of separati on point 
RN = UoC/u Reynolds number 
III. THlil NATURE OF THE PRO:BLEMS INVOLVED 
The so-called "turbulence wire," consisting of a hot-
wire anemometer with a single wire normal to the wind, has 
been successfully used in the pas t in both laminar and 
turbulent boundary layers to meas ure the u-component of the 
fluctuations. An attempt was made about 1937 by H. I. 
Skramstad to determine v- and w-oomponents of the fluctUa-
tions in a turbulent layer by t he method of thermal diffusi on. 
(Results unpublished. Met hod and theory given in refer-
ences 2 and 3.) He found tha t the interpretation of result s 
was uncertain because of effect s of velocity gradient. 
Skramstad found, however, tha t a hot-wire anemometer with 
the wire making an angle of about 45 0 to the wind could be 
used with apparent success to measure turbulent shearing st rese 
(reference 4). In recent years . specially conetructed 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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hot-wire anemometers have taken the place of thermal diffu-
sion apparatus and have found oonsiderable use in the measur e-
ment of the cross-stream component of turbulence in wind 
tunnels. Early attempts to use these instruments in turbu-
l ent boundary layers. while not entirely successful, in-
dicated at least that under prop er oonditions reliable re-
sults should be obtainable. rhe principal oondit1on was 
that the instruments be smal l compared to the thickness of 
t he boundary layer. This same c ondition applies to the 
measurement cf shearing stress. 
On the basis of this experi ence an investigation of th e 
t urbulent boundary layer aga i n was undertaken. The requir e-
ments of the experimental se t up were that the boundary layer 
s hould be as thick as possibl e in order to avoid the necess ity 
of building hot-wire ins~rumen~ vanishingly small and that 
t he adverse pressure gradient parallel to the surface shoul d 
be sufficiently large to produce separation and yet be 
negligible normal to the surface . This required a long sur-
f ace with small ourvature, and accordingly the "wall" shown 
i n figure 1 was constructed i n the National !ureau of 
Standards' largest wind tunnel, namely the 10-foot open-
air tunnel. The shape and dimens ions of this wall are shown 
i n figure 2. The working side, whioh 1s the side with curva-
t ure on the downstream end, has a smooth surfaoe 28 feet 
l ong. The blister on the side of the tunnel was added to 
steepen the pressure rise and produce separation at the point 
i ndicated. By 8uitable cont r ol of the secondary flow near 
th e floor, the flow along th e cent ral section was rendered 
two-dimensional up to and somewha t beyond the separation 
point. 
During the course of th e i nvestiga tion difficulties wer e 
encountered with the hot-wire i ns trumen ts. While the primary 
cause of the difficulties was t he dirt and flying partioles 
carried by the wind, the dif f icul ties manifested themselves 
in such a way as to show tha t t he requirements for accurate 
measurements had not been fu l ly a ppreciated at the outset of 
th e investigation. For example , flyin g particles broke and 
bent the delicate platinum wi re s used a s the sensitive elem ent 
on all hot-wire instruments. S cr eening the entrance to the 
tunnel improved ma~ters somewha t, bu~ collisions with smalle r 
partioles still getting through t he screen bent the wires 
and ohanged the calibration of those instruments the charac-
teristics of which depended on th e angl e between the wire 
and the wind. Platinum wires c ould not be placed under 
tension, and an impact, however slight, with a solId body 
changed the shape of the wire. In fact, it has sinoe become 
/ 
_J 
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clear that it was only a matter of good fortune that measur e-
ments of shearing stress were ever possible without having 
the wire under tension to insure conatanc~ of angle. Anoth er 
difficulty equally de~rlmental to accuracy was the accumu-
lation of dirt on the wires. 
While these difficulties were probably at their worst i n 
an open-air wind tunnel, they were of such a nature a8 to 
indicate that the hot-wire instruments generally might not b e 
practicable for all the measurem ents theoretically possible. 
Having found the reqUirements to be met by a suitable in-
strument, new methods of construction were tried using 
tungsten wire and the performanc e of these new types was 
investigated in detail. As the result, satisfactory in-
struments were found, and methods of reducing observed data 
were improved on the basis of more complete information on 
the characteristics of such inst ruments. Thus the stage 
has been reached where it is pos sible to state what measure-
ments are possible in practice a s well &8 in theory and give 
&n estimate of the order of the accuracy obtainable. The 
purpose of this report is to make this information avail-
able and show examples of tTPioal results. So far, no work 
has been done at velocities in excess of 160 feet per second, 
but with the new instruments, velocity should not be a limit-
ing factor. 
IV. TYPES OF HOT-WIRE INSTRUMENTS AND MEASURABLE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TURBULENCE 
All hot-wire instruments considered in this report 
depend on the rate of heat loss from an electrically ~eated 
wire in the wind stream. While some of these instruments 
are so designed that the rate of heat loss depends on both 
magnitUde and direction of the wind, they may all be re-
garded as types of hot-wire anem ometers. The electrical 
apparatus 1s arranged for operat ion of the wire with constant 
heating current. This means tha t the current through the 
wire may be set at any desired value, but Once set is main-
tained constant either manually or automatically and the wir e 
temperature is allowed to vary a s the rate of cooling varies 
with changes in speed or directi on. The result~ng change in 
resistance gives rise to a chang e in voltage across the wire. 
Voltage fluctuations, wnen treat ed . in the manner explained 
in the following sections, serve to indicate certain charact er-
istics of the turbulence. 
" 
D , 
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The simplest kind of h ot-wire anemometer, and the ki nd 
that has been used for man~ years , c onsists simply of a 
single wire plaoed normal t o t he wi nd . This kind of in-
strument, shown in figure 3a r es pon ds onl~ to the magnitude 
of the velocit~~ Several s ohemes have been suggested for 
producing hot-wire instrumen ts with di rectional character-
istios. One such scheme 1s to p lac e t wo wires very close 
together and so obtain a di f fe rential heat loss that depe nds 
on the direotion of the wi nd . Whil e s ome investigators 
haveroport ed success with t his schem e , the instruments 
appear to be diffioult to oons truct . The writers' experi eno e 
has shown t hat it is muoh ea si er fr om the s tandpoint of 
teohnique to take advantage of t he d1r ectional character-
istics of a single wire set at a n a ngl e to the wind. Such 
wires may be used sin gly as sh own i n f igure 3b or in pair s 
as shown in figures 3c E'.nd 3 d. Wh en u sed in pairs the 
wires are close toget ~~ r, bu t li e i n s eparate parallel 
planas. The characteristi os of sueh i nstruments are trea ted 
in section VII, and the met h od of e ons t~otion is desorib ed 
in section V. The development a nd use ot hot-wire in-
struments has been restriot ed to th e t ypes shown in figur e 
3. 
The single wire shown i n fi gur e 3a is sensitive to u 
and is used to measurG u'. The singl e slanting wire sho wn 
in figure 3b is sensi t ive t o u and T when lying in th e 
xy-plane and to u an~ w wh en 17i~ in the xz-plane, a nd 
is used in the xy-plane to measure uv . It is pOinted out 
that so far all experimeAtal wor k h as been oontined to th e 
two-dimensional case in whi ch uw i s zero. The pair of 
wires intersecting at about 90 0 sho wn in figure 30 may al so 
be used to measure UV, an d whe n pr op erly oonstructed, a n 
instrument of this type has oert a i n a dvantages over on e 
with a single slanting wire . Th e ~wire arrangement sh own 
i n figure 3d differs fro~ figure 3 0 on17 by the smaller 
angle of inter 3 ect1on and i s u sed 80 a s to be sensitiv e 
only to v w~en the wires li e i n th e xT-plans and to w 
when the wires lie in the x z-p lan e . Th is instrument is 
used in the respective plan es to measure VI a:nd ,,'. 
The measured quantities a re t h er efore u', v
' t 
WI t 
and uv. I t is des1~able tha t t h es e values should per t ai n 
t o a point in the bo undary lay er . Ac t ually, they are aver ages 
over the space occu)f ed by th e wi r es. The wirGs are made 
sho r t and the Brran~ement is mad e c ompaot so that the s ~u ce 
occ1l, ied will be s me.. ll oompa red t o th e thickness of th e 
boun~ary layer. In t his co nne ct i on the advantage of a thi ck 
boundary layer is obvious The x- arr angement with the wir es 
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as close together as praoti cabl e is employed in order to 
• place both wires as nearly as po ssibl e in a region where 
the mean velocit7 will be t h e same for both. 
The turbulent shearing st ress T and the correlation 
eoefficient K are obtained .f rom 
K 
T= - p 1I'1 
=~ 
u' v ' 
So tar, no method has been f ound for the direct measure-
ment of the mixing length 1. However, on the assumption 
of similarity of flow patter ns i n turbulent exchange, pro-
posed by Von Karman (referen ce 1 ), T is everywhere pro-
portional to p!~(dU/dy)a; and s ince 1 is only a r~­
at1ve measure of the size of th e flow pattern, ~ may 
inolude the factor of propor ti onality and be def1ned by 
( 3 ) 
Relation .(3) involves the addit i onal assumption that the 
viscous shearing stress given by ~dU/dy may be neglected 
1 0 
1n comparison to the turbulen t s hearing stress. This assump-
t ion is valid everywhere outs i de of the laminar 8ublayer. 
When dU / dy is known from th e measured velocity distribut ion, 
1 may be calculated by means of equations (1) and (3). 
tt WOUld, of course, b e d es irable to measure the scale 
of the turbulence by means of th e correlation between like 
components at different point s , as has been done tor isotropi c 
t urbulenoe (reference 5). Cer ta in meaaurements of this sort 
appear to be possible, say wi t h separate instruments at 
different points, but at pre s en t such ~eaeurements are re-
garded as problems for futur e de?elopment. Only quantities 
that have actually been measured are to be considered here. 
These, it 1s thought, are among the more important quantiti es 
needed for the i~mediate so lut ion of the turbulent boundary-
layer problem . 
" 
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V. NEW DESIGNS or HOT-WIRE INSTRUMENTS 
AND METHOD or CONSTRUCTION 
(a) General leatur es of the New Design 
11 
~he instruments shown in f i gure 3 are the t1pes recent ly 
developed for boundar7-la1er inv eetigation. The prongs wit h 
t he wires attached across the t i ps are shown by a, b, c, 
and d. rigure 36 shows a co mpl e te instrument with the stem 
c onsisting of a lIS-inch bras 8 r od 5~ inches long by which 
t he instrument is supported on a traver sing apparatus, and 
t he flexible leads attached t o each prong by which conneot-
i on 1s made to long leads running to the electrical equip-
ment outside of the tunnel. 
These instruments emplo y t u ngsten wires 0.00031 inch 
i n diameter and about 1/16 l~ch long. The wires were made 
as short as sensitivity reqU i rements would permit with wire 
of this d1ameter~ Smaller di am e ters would make it possible 
t o une shorter lengths. but & d i ameter of 0.00031 inch 
appears to be the smallest oomm e rcially available in tungst en 
wire at present. The prongs ar e about 1/2 inch in length 
and are made from 0.013-inch ph osphor bronze wire. ~hese 
prongs are flexible and supp l y s pring tension to keep the 
t ungsten wires straight and a t a fixed angle with respeot 
t o the stem. 
The distinctive featur e of these instruments is the us e 
of tungsten wire instead of t he platinu m wire that vas always 
used on older types. Platinum wire has certain advantages 
over tungsten, such as avail ability in smaller diameters 
and higher allowable operating t emperatures, but it has very 
much lower tensile ' strength a nd csnnot be supported under 
t ension. Platinum wire about 0 . 0002 inoh in diameter, 
d rawn by the Wollaston proces s. vas usuallr employed. With-
out tension it vas impossibl e t o keep the wires straight 
and in a fixed orientation, and &s a result the calibration 
of the older instruments coul d n ot be mainta1ned. Tungsten 
wire permits the use of the neces sary tension and, in addit ion , 
p roduces a Tery much more rugge d instrument. AI ment10ned 
i n the introduction, platinum wir es could not be used at all 
i n the open-air wind tunnel wher e it was 1mpossible to keep 
t he air clean and ent1relr f r ee trom tlring particles. The 
t wo principal difficulties were breakage from collision with 
s olid particles and the accumUl a tion of dirt on the wire. 
" 
~ I 
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Breakage rarely occurs wit h t un gsten wire, but the dirt 
accumulates just the same. How ever, tungsten vir·ea are 
sufficiently rugged to per~i t t he re~oval of dirt by brush-
ing with a s~all brush. 
(b) Method of Att a ch ing Tungsten Wire 
12 
The advantages ot the superior strength of tungsten wire 
tor application to hot-wir e a nemometers haa been pointed ou t 
by Weske in reference 6. Howev er, there has always been one 
serious drawback to the us e of tungsten - namely the difficul ty 
ot attaching it to prongs or ho lders. Whereas platinum wir e 
can be readily soldered with ordinary tin-lead solder, no 
known solders are entirely sa t isfactory for tungsten wire. 
Welding is a ~os!ibility, but it is unlikely that the aver-
age experimenter vill h~ve th e skill and equip~ent required. 
~eske first called attention to the fact that electroplati ng 
the wire with a metal that coul d be soldered made it possibl e 
to use ordinary soldering methods. However. Weakets schem e 
of plating a thin layer of plat inum over the vhole wire ha s 
the disadvant a ge of increas ing the diameter of the wire and 
thereby increasing the lag . A Variation of the plating 
scheme waa therefore tried wi th the object of plating the 
wire only where contact was t o be made with the prongs. 
For this purpose a special copp er-plating bath was devised 
as shown in figure 4. Oopp er s ulphate solution is contain ed 
in two wells separated fro m each other by an air gap. The 
wire is threaded through t h e ho les in the wells aa shown. 
and solution is then added u n t il the level is slightly 
above the holes. If the wal l s are dry on the outside and 
the holes are small, surface tension prevents leakage. Wi th 
this arrangement two copper -pla ted sections are obtained wi th 
an unplated section in the middle. The middle section is 
used as the hot-wire element l a nd its length is thus defini t e-
ly defined by the 'width of t h e air gap. A microphotograph 
of a wire processed in th is way is shown in figure 4. Any 
number of hot-wire elemen ts of equal . length may be made up 
by merely pulling another p or ti on of w1~~ into place and 
repeating t he process. 
Wires prepared in th is way were then attached to pron gs 
by soldering with ordinary t i n-lead solder and a flux of zi n o 
chloride solution to produ c e th e instruments shown in figur e 
3. While a satisfac~ory me chan ical connection was always 
obtained, the electrioal c onn ec tion was at first unsatisfac t ory 
because of an erratic cont act r esistance. In certain oases 
t h ere was no evidence of c ontac t resistance for days OT po ss ibly 
I 
i 
I 
~ 
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weeks. and then for no account ab le reason a resistance 
Buddenly appeared. After much experimentation a technique 
was found for making satletactor7 and lasting connections, 
which. in essence, amounted to p lating slow17 enough to get 
good adhesion between the copp er and the tungsten. The 
thicknese of the deposit did .not appear to matter. although 
it was suspected that the diff er ential expansion between 
copper and tungsten mIght have a tendenc7 to break the 
oontact if the copper depos it was thick. A clean tungsten 
surface was obviously to be des I r ed, but no sure method of 
cleaning was found. Fortunat e17 for the method, contact 
troubles disappeared when a 8uff Ic1ent17 slow plating rate 
was adopted. The electrolyt e u s ed vas the same as that 
ordinarily used ·in copper pl at ing: 250 grams of crystal-
lized copper sulphate and 75 graml of ·sulphuric acid per 
liter of electrolyte. As a pr eoaution against corrosion 
f rom the soldering flux, th e wir ea and prongs were washed 
with a soda solution. 
Regardless of whether the plating is thick or thin. th e 
plated and unplated portiona ar e well defined. The copper-
plated portions are readi17 t inn ed by the solder. a~d no 
Bolder adheres to the bare t ungs ten. There is. therefore, 
no difficulty about placing t he tips of the prongs at the 
edge of the copper and thus def i nitely defining the length 
of the wire. 
(c) Temperatur e Limitation 
The only undesirable pr oper ty of tungsten wire found 80 
f ar is its inability to withs tand temperatures ':1. (\ high as 
t hose withstood by platinum . Tungsten will, of oourse 
oxidize in air at ~ellow heat , but fine tungsten wires 
apparently deteriorate at consi derably lower temperatures. 
It has been found that 0.0003l- i neh-diameter wire will with-
stand temperatures in the neigh borhood of 300 0 C for an in-
definite length of time without thowing any signs of deteri o-
r ation or weakening. Above 350 0 O. the resistance gradually 
i ncreases with time and rup ture t1nallr occurs. These tem-
peratures are averages over wir es about 1/16 inch long. 
Since wires of this length ar e c onsiderably hotter in the 
middle than near the ends, the deterioration probably 
occurs in the middle at som e temperature above the average. 
I t follows, therefore, that l onger wires with proportion-
a tely smaller end effects wil l withstand higher average 
t emperatures. The instrument s s hown in figure 3 had 
a dequate sensitivity for th e amp lification available with 
wire temperatures no higher t han 250 0 O. 
/ 
/ 
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While platinum wire may be run at much higher tempera-
tures, even to the point of gl owing brightly, the wire 
usually lasted longer and ma in t ained its calibratlon bett.er 
when the temperatures were l es s than 4000 C. 
VI. ELEC TR ICAL E~UIPMENT 
~he electrical equipmen t a ssociated with the ho~wire 
instruments is fundament·al l,. t h e a&me as tha.t deseribed 
in reference 7. ~he general s ch eme alwaTs has been to heat 
the wire with a ~ovn cons t ant current and to measure the 
mean voltage and the fluctuatin g Toltago across the wire. 
~hi8 18 known as constant-aurr ent operation. Since the 
pUblication ot reference 7 , the hot-wi~e circuits have been 
modified by Mr. Kock to incl ude circuits for two hot wires , 
the controls have been mod if ied for greater convenience of 
operation, and the equipment generally has been made light er 
and more portable. The as s emb l ed equipment is shown in 
figure 5, where the three ba si c u~its are: the amplifler A, 
its power supply n, and th e control unit C. All units are 
properly shielded internal ly and externally to prevent pick-
up from stray eleotrio fie lds . The circuit diagrams tor 
these three units are shown in ti~res 6, 7, and 8. The 
circuit diagrams are gi~en h er e mainly to help the reader 
to understand the function s of the control unit and the 
amplifier. For those who may wish to construct such equip-
ment, the diagrams will be u sef ul in conjunction with the 
detailed treatments given in r eferences 7, 8, 9, and 10. 
Only those featu~e8 of the c ir cu its that determine the 
performance of the hot-wir e ins truments will be discussed 
here. It should be remarked that a radically different typ e 
of hot-wire circuit descri bed i n reference 11 , permitting 
constant-temperature opera ti on, is worthy of consideration, . 
especially for highly tUrbul ent flow where the temperature 
fluctuations with constant-cur r ent ope~ation may on occasi on s 
exceed the high-temperatur e l im it for tungsten wire. 
(a) Contr ol Unit 
The control unit contains, in addition to the controls , 
the potentiome t er and Whea ts t on e bridge for measuring cur-
rent, mean voltage, and resis tance. The various components 
are found in the c i rcuit d iagram shown in figure 6 . The 
heating current is supplied b y storage batteries, requirin g 
from 6 to 12 volts for each wir e depending on the current. 
; 
~ 
I 
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For 0.0003l-inch diameter t ungsten wire the current is 
usually no greater than 160 mill~ampere s. Separate bat-
t eries are used for each wi r e. The 12-henry chokes L in 
each battery circuit provide suff ici ent impedance to affor d 
constant-current operation dur ing vel ocity variations ass o-
ciated with turbulence. In more precise terms. the reac- ' 
tance 2nfL together with t he ohmic resistance in the cir-
cuit is sufficient to reduc e current variations to negli-
gible proportions for all f r equenoies above the cut-off fre-
quency of the amplifier. For differen t mean velocities the 
current must be reset manual ly by mean s of rheostats. Th e 
4-dial decade voltage divid er is placed in the circuit as 
potentiometer or br1dge, dep ending on the position of cir-
cuit selector NO.2. Circui t sel ector No.1 permits the 
operator to measure t~e curr en t through either wi~e. the 
mean '1'01 tage across a 1 ther wir e or the Bum or the difference of 
t he Toltages across t he wir es, and the resistance of eith er 
wire at air temperature or t he Bum of the resistances. An- / 
other position on selector No. 2 i mpresses the voltages on 
the amplifier, individually or t he sum or the difference as 
selected by selector No.1. When measuring resistance, R12 
is thrown in , the .bridge cir cu it to make the bridge current 
sufficiently small to preTen t heat ing of the wires. The 
leads are always in s aries ,with the wire., and correotion 
must always be made for the lead s to obtain the resistanc e 
of the wires only , or the mean vol tage across the wires 
only. An altern-ating volt age 1s supplied by an oscillator 
through the control unit fo r calibrat i ng the amplifier. 
This voltage 1s the drop aor os s R9 and is measured by th e 
thermoelement and microamme t er . The various functions of 
this rather complex control un it will be made clear by 
t racing the circuits for var ious positions of the selectors. 
(b) Amp1 1f ier 
Since the voltages may be c ombin ed in the control unit 
when the response of two wir es i s to be obtained simultane-
ously, only one amplifier i s neces sary . The circuit dia-
gram of the amplifier is shown 1n fi gur e 7. Electrically. 
t his amplifier may be descr i be d as a 7-stage capacitanoe-
compensated amplifier. The purpose of compensation is to 
obtain an amplification inoreasing with frequenoy in the 
same manner as the fluctua ting voltage across a hot wire 
deoreases with frequency. As wi ll be shown in section VII. 
t his charaoteristic of a ho t wir e. known as lag, may be ex-
pressed in terms of a time con st ant M, which varies with 
t he size of the wi re and t he operating conditions. 
- ---_._---
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For a harmonic velocity variation of constant amplitud e 
the ratio of the voltage fluc tuation across the wire at fr e-
quency f to the voltago f lu ctuation at zero frequency is 
given by 
1 
~ .a .a" 
+ 4fT f M 
The input to the amplifier th er efore decreases as frequen cy 
increases, in accordance with t he .above-mentioned relation. 
If the input voltage to one of the stages is made proportio nal 
to 
the final result is an output 1ndependent of frequency. Un-
der proper conditions as described in reference 8, this may 
be done with a load reactanc e consisting of inductance and 
resistance or capacitence a nd r esistance. In the present 
amplifier capacitacco and r es i s tance are used as shown unde r 
"time constant selec t or" in t he circuit diagram. In this 
case the time oonstaLts ar e 09 times R12, 08 times R12, and 
so forth, giving values ot M of 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.00 4, 
0 .005, and also 0 second. F or proper compensation the time 
constant should be set to th e s ame values as the time con-
stant for the wire. When th e t ime con~tant for the wire fa l ls 
between the settings provide d . a8 it usually does, readings 
must be tak en for two se'tt in g s a.nd the correct result obtai n ed 
by interpolation. 
The design of t h e amp li f i er was dictated largely by th e 
impedance reqUirements for t h e capacitance type of compens a-
tion (reference 8) and by th e over-all frequency characteri s -
tics desired. The ideal c omp en sated amplifier is one that 
works 1n conjunction with a h ot wire to give an output truly 
representative of all fre Qu en ci es present in turbulent flow . 
The present amplifier has a n error of less than 2 percent 
between 10 and 2000 cycles p er second with the error increas -
ing to 10 percent at 5000 cy c les per second. The error bel ow 
10 cycles per second has n ot be en experimentally determined , 
but the amplification begins to drop with decreasing frequ en cy 
due to the character i stic low-f requency cut-off of reslstanc e-
capacity coupling. Accord ing t o the values of Rl and 01 , 
the output voltage at 1 cy cl e p er second is reduced to abou t 
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70 percent of that at frequen ci es above 10 cycles per seoon d. 
As shown by Dryden in reference 10, these frequency charac-
teristics are satisfactory for measurements of fluctuation s 
ordinarily encountered in isotropic turbulence. The fre-
quency distribution in turbulen t boundary layers is not kn own 
and probably varies in differen t parts of the layer. It 1s 
believed, however, that the amplIfier 1s just as satisfac-
tory for measurements in turbul ent boundary layers as in 
fields of isotropic turbulenc e if the proportion of the tur-
bulent energy lying below 10 cycles per seoond is the same 
in the two cases. 
Other featurea of the ampl ifier are evident in the cir-
cuit diagram. The gain control perMits the amplification t o 
be varied over wide limits. A phase inverter and balanced 
output are used to prevent dire ct current from flowing thr ough 
the thermoelements. Thus only the alternating current pro-
duced by the fluctuating hot-wi re voltage 1s read on the out-
put meter •. The amplifier is calibrated by reading the out put 
meter with known input vol tages . An unknown mean-square in-
put voltage may then be determined from the output meter read-
ing. The "eye" (6E5) gives a r ough indication of the reading 
to be expected and is used to enable the operator to Judge 
whether he 1s l1kely to burn ou t the fuse, and possib17 th e 
thermoelements, when depressing the k ey. 
(0) Power Supply 
By means of the dual power supply shown 1n figure e, th e 
' amplifier i8 operated completely on 115-volt. GO-cycle cur-
rent. The power-supply circuit 1s conventional except for 
the voltage-regulator circu i ts lying to the right ot the f1l-
tsr circuits. Tbe voltage r egulator serves two purposes. 
First it holds the output voltage pr&otically constant re-
gardless of reasonable changes in load and input voltage t o 
the unit. Secondly, because of its r egulating action, it 
acts as an efficient filter circuit, a nd a180 causes the 
power supply to appear to have a very low internal resistan c e. 
Since the reqUirements to be me t by a ~atisfactory power sup-
ply are treated in detail i n reference 7, no further discus -
sion is given here. 
/ 
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VII. CHAR~CTERISTICS OF HOT WIRES AND THEORY 
OF HOT-WIRE MEASUREMENTS 
The relation between the ai r v eloc ity normal to a 
heated wire and the rate of hea t loss as ~iven by King (ref-
erence 12.) is 
h 
T 
where the terms D1 and F1 depend on the t~ermal conduc-
tivity, density, and ~pecif ic he~t of the air and the dimen-
si onJ of the wire as shown i n refer ence l? Owin~ t6 the 
methods of using hot wires i n boun dary- layer investi~ati0n s, 
D1 and F1 may be regarde d a s constants. When the wire is 
heated by an electric current i, the he~t is 3upplied at 
the rate iaR, where R i s t he resis.tance of the wire at 
temperature T. The tempera ture head T - Ta is 
:a - Ra 
T - 'r a = %~ 
Under equilihrium condi tions t he rate of heat loss must be 
e~ua1 to the rate at which hea t is supplied, and eauation (4) 
may be written 
i dR( Roa. ) = 
Ro- Ra 
( 5 ) 
Equation (5) i s the usual f o rm of the relation used in h~t­
wire anem ometry. Eauation (5) is found to hold true over a 
wide range o f velocities. 
I n the expressi ons to fo l low it will be convenient to 
disregard the distinction between mean Quantities and instan-
t aneous quantities. In the f ew CRses where a distinction is 
necessary, appropriate symbols will be used. The usual dis-
tinction between mean Qu an tit i es and fluctu~tions still wil l 
be made. 
As previousl y mentioned, th e control unit h~s been de-
si gned for COnGtRnt-current op er ation, which meRns th~t i 
/ 
" 
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is constant. For convenience, the constant terms in equati on 
(5) are included in the oonstant s on th e r 19ht, and the equa.-
tion is written 
R 
= D + rJU ( 6) , 
' E~uation (6) expresses the r elat ion between R and U 
for a giv~n wire heated wit h ~ g iven constant current. Th e 
vol tage E aor.o 8S the wir e is s imply iR, and i8 the quan-
tity u8ual17 observed rather t han R. ~he observations are 
usually expressed in terms of 
R because of the linea.r 
R Ra 
relation between this quant i ty a nd rut 
Equation (6) is found t o ho ld ~rue regardless of the 
angle between the axi8 of t h e wire and the wind. The con-
stant F, however, depends on the angle. When the voltage 
i s observed for various angles between the axi8 of the wir e 
and the wind at fixed values of U, E i8 found to vary a.s 
R 
shown in figure 9. When is ca.lculated from the vol t -
R Ra 
age and the measured Ra a n d 1s plotted against ~. the 
curves shown in figure 10 a r e ob t a ined. If as 8eems logical, 
t he heat loss is a function of t he component of the velGcit y 
n ormal to the wire, the gener a l form of equation (6) should 
b e 
R 
R - R a 
= D + F J U 8 in <p 
R 
In order' to test this relat i on , 
R - R 
is plotted agains t 
a 
J U sin <p as shown in figure 11 . If equation (7) 1s valid, 
a ll points should lie on a singl e straight line. The line is 
r easonably straight above J u 'sin cp = 4 . The fact that no t 
all the points lie on the same l ine 1s attributed to an ac cu-
mulation of dirt on the wire as the run progressed. Equati on 
( 7) therefore may be regarded a s a reasonably ~ood approxima-
t ion over the linear range. Sin ce equation (6) is valid over 
a wide range of velocities, t he linear range in figure 11 
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depends on the v~lue of 
the c u rve is linear for 
be noted that, when ~ 
regardless of the value 
20 
~. If ~ li e s between 20 0 and 9 0 0 , 
all v alues of U sin~. It should 
is cons tant, t h e curve is always l inear 
of ~. fo r t hen equa tion (7) reduce s 
to the form of equation (6) wit h F . .js~~·-~ taking the place 
of the constant F in equat i on (6). Howev e r, separate li near 
curves are obtained for each value of ~ be l ow 20 0 • 
When the vel oci ty varie s eit her in magnitude or direc-
t ion, the voltage across the Wi re Var i es. The instantaneous 
v elocities may be regarded as a s up erpositi o n of u. v, and 
W, on the velocity U. Since v a nd w a re by definiti on 
at right angles to U, these t wo fl uctuati ons, if they ar e 
small compared to U, produce onl y a variation in the local 
dire ction of the streae. The a ngle v ar iati o n, expressed i n 
radians, for a wire lying in the x y-plane i s v/U and for a 
wire lying in the xz-ulane is w/ U. Thu s 
v 
, 
(xy-plane ) A~ = I U 
'. 
'II (g) (xz-plane ) A<p = 
-
I 
; 
U ) 
It is assumed that u, v , a nd ware small compared 
t o U, and therefore that the vo l tag e f luctuations associ a t -
ed with u, v, and Ware prop orti onal to u, v. and w 
and may be expressed by 
'I 
el = Au 
" (9 ) 
Bv )-&a = 
e::; = P.w 
The corresponding root- mean- square vl'\lues are writt en 
el' = J A2 u l 
JB2'v ' ~ (10) e2' = 
e 1 = /BAW ' 
In equations (9) and (10) t h e v ol tag e s are Rssumed t o be th e 
/ 
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voltages properly compensat ed for the lag of wire: that is , 
they are determined from the ou tput of a properly compensa t ed 
amplifier. When proper compens ation is used; A and B 
may be evaluated by the ai d of equation (7). In other wor d s , 
compensation for the lag of t he wire makes it possible to 
apply equilibrium relations even though the equilibrum con-
dition assumed in equations ( 5) , (6), and (7) may not actu-
ally exist. 
Inasmuch as relations ( 9 ) are assumed, it 1s permissi bl e 
to regard the fluctuating v ol tages, angles, and velocities , 
represented bye. 6 ·cp. u . v. and w. respectivel,... as 
differentials and evaluate A and » by differentiating 
equation (7). If dE 1s regarde d as e, dU as u, and 
Udcp as v or w in equa t ions (8) and (9), 
A = 
dE B = tl..-dU Ud It> 
Differentiating ( 7) with resp ec t to U. regarding qJ as con-
stant yields, 
(- R . F ~ dR ( R-~a)~) = dU 2.[ff 
and since d.E = idR 
R dE (- (R-:a ) · ) i F j 8 ing: = d.U 2 ./U 
and 
A. = 1 F J Bln'P. (R-Ra ) a ( 11 ) 
zJU Ra 
Differentiating (7) with respec t to q:> • regarding U as 
constant yields 
dR (- Ra ) F ./u co~ = , dq:> (R-Ra, )CI 2 .; s incp 
dE (- Ra ) i F cosp - "'" U dcp (R-Ra )2 2 ju sin<;l 
/ 
E = iF coscp (R-Ra) " 
2 j U 8 i n~ Ra 
~he fact that A and E are nega tive means simply that the 
voltages in equations (9) decr ease as u. v, and w 
lncreaae. 
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The method of evaluating the con s tants A and E and the 
manner in which they are used wi ll be considered in connec-
tion with each of the quant it i es to be determined. The 
purpose of th~ different arrangement~ of wires shown in 
figure 3 1s to obtain instrument s that will measure one com-
ponent at a time; for example, measur e u l wlthout- contami-
nation from uv, Vi, and Wi t or measure Vi while er-
cluding u'. uv, and ",/1, .and so forth, ~his can be done 
more easily in some cases than in oth ers, and in all cases / 
the ideal can be approached only when u. T, and w be-
come small with respect to U. Regardless of the type of 
instrument, the separation of components is possible only 
insofar as Variations in ~ are i ndependent of u and 
variations in U are independ en t of v and w. This again 
requires that u, v, and w b e small oompared to U. 
(a) Determ ina tion ot u' 
Tor the measurement of u t the wire is ~laQed normal to 
the wind and parallel to the sur taca producing the boundary 
layer. The angle ~ is then 90 0 and A and B as given by 
equations (11) and(12) become 
A. = 1 F 
B = 0 
~hus according to equations (10) 
ell = .-!.!-
2jU 
and e:a l and e3 t are zero. 
'i nstrument is s ensitlve to u 
u' 
The relations show that thi s 
a nd insensitive to v and w. 
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Solving (14) for u t and di vidi ng by U gtv,ss 
~_' = 
U 
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All quantities on the right -of equati on (15), with the ex-
ception of F, are determined at each point where u'/u 
is being measured. The constant F is determined for the 
parti-cular wire us ed by placing the instrument in the fre e 
~tream and measuring the mean vo ltage E at several values 
of the velocity U at the loca tion of the wire. The qua n-
tity R is then calcula t ed and plotted against U to 
B-Ra 
obtain a calibration curve as s hown in figure 12. 
of this curve is F, since ~ = 90 0 • The current 
not only be constant during a run, but must be the 
the calibration as for the determination of u'/u. 
The slop e 
i must 
same f or -
It is well to see how, and to What extent, a Single 
wire normal to the wind with it s axis in the xz-plane re-
sponds to u and not to v and w. Since the wire has 
cylindrical symmetry, the only war in which v can chang e 
the rate of heat loss is through change s in the resultant 
velocity by vector addition wi th U. The error in a me~s ure­
ment of u'/u arising from v is small until v/u beco~ es 
quite large, and when this i s the case, the type of error 
discussed in section IX is so large by comparison that the 
error arising from v becomes insignific~nt. The w-f1uctu-
ations also change the resul tant veloc ity, but do not cha nge 
the normal component. Since i t has been show~ that the h eat 
loss depends only on the normal c'omponent, no error arise ~ 
from w regardless of the size of w/u. . 
(b) Determination of Turbulent Shearing Stress. 
According to equation ( 1) t he determination of turbule nt 
shearing stress involves the measurement of ttV. For this 
purpose, use is made of either t he single sl~nting wire 
shown in figure 3b, making an ~ngle ~ of about 45 0 to the wind, 
or the x-wires shown in figure 3c , set ~pproximately 90 0 
to each other and each making about 45 0 to the wind. The 
manner in which these wires are used i s illustrated in 
figure 13. Consider first th e s ingle Wire, ~irst in positi on 
/ 
-. --~ 
I 
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I and then rotated 1800 a bo u t a n axis in lin~ with the 
wind to position II. Figure 9 s hows that the voltage de-
creases as U and ~ incr e as e . Therefore in ~osition I, 
+u and +v, as d efined in fi gure 13, both decrease the 
v oltage; and the resultant v oltage change is the sum of e1 
and e a in accordance with equa tions (9). In position II 
+u decreases the voltage whi l e +v increases the voltage, 
and the resultant voltage is t h e difference between e1 and 
ea. As previously explained, the mean-square of the result -
ant voltage fluctuation may be determined fiom the output 
meter reading of the compensat ed amplifier. If the mean-
square res u ltant for posit i on I is denoted by a and the 
mean-square resultant for posi t ion II is denoted b~ b, 
From equations (9) 
a = (-Aru - EI v) 3 c Araua+2AIEluv+EIv3 (1 6) 
where subscripts I and II refer to the value of the constant s 
for positions I and II, r9~p ec t iv~ly. 
In using the wire, a a n d b are determined in positions 
I and II, care being taken t o make the 180 0 rotation from 
one position to the other a b ou t an axis through the center 
of the wire and along the a ve r ag e wind direction. When 
rot a ted in this way, there i s n o change in the ~verage value 
of ~. If, in addition, th e a ve rage condition of the bound-
ary layer remain s t he same, equa tions (11) and (12) show 
t hat AI = ArI = A and ~ I = Brr = B. Under these con-
ditions the sum and differen ce of eauations (16) and (17) 
b ecome 
(18) 
a - b = 4 AB u v 
/ 
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From equations (1) and (19 ) is f ound 
T = p. (a-b) 
4 AB 
where, according to eQuation~ (11 ) and (12), 
i~F~ (R-Ra )4 co~ 
AB = 
4U R 2 a 
,25 
All the quantities on the right of eouations (20) and (21 ), 
except cp and F, are de t ermined at each point where T 
1s b~ing determined. Accordin g to equation (7), F is the 
slope of the straight port i on of the curve in figure 11, 
and F is determined from cal ibrat ion curves of this kind. The 
angle ~ may be de t ermined by plo tting E/R-R a against Jl1, 
when the wire is set at the prope r angle, and, finding the 
elope of the curve wh ich is equal to F J 8 inC+>. 
Asmention9d above, the x-w ire arrangement ma7 be used 
in place of the sin,le wire fo r the measurement of shearing 
stress. If the wires are n ow labeled I and II as shown in 
figure 13, the same relation e app 17 as for positions I and 
II. The 180 0 rotation is .u nnec es sar7 ; but in order for the 
conditions AI = AlI = A and B1 = BIr = B to apply, 
tho wires must be identical and each must Bubtend the sam e 
angle to the wind, When th e wires are prepared b7 the 
electroplating method descr i bed in section V, it is not 
difficult to obtain matched wires . Calibration will show 
whether the wires are suffi c iently well matched to be usable, 
and equal voltages across the wires will indicate the proper 
aetting for the instrument t o plac e the wires I and II at 
equal angles to the wind. The angle ~ is half the angle 
subtended by the wires and may be det ermined b7 direct 
measurement. 
In the earlier type of inst rument using platinum wires 
it was difficult to obtain t wo wires sufficientl7 alike to 
use th~ x-wire for shearing s tress, and consequentl7 the 
earl7 measurements were all made with single slanting wires. 
The 1800 rotation of the wi r e is a troublesome feature of 
this method, not so muoh because of mech~nical complications, 
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but because of the difficulty of pas s ing the axis of rotati on 
through the midpoint of the wir e. It is seldom -o099ible t o 
avoid some amount of displacement to and from the surface 
in rotating from one position t o the other. This difficul ty 
is avoided with the x-wire s , and the instrument support 
system may be simplified b y t he elimination of a rot~tion 
mechanism. The disadvantages 9f the x-wire are that the 
instrument is more difficult to construct even when tungst en 
wires are used and two wir e s mu st hold their calibration 
instead of one. An accide n t t o eithe r wire puts the in-
strument out of service. 
(c) Determination of Correlation Coefficient 
The correlation coeffici ent X is defined by equatio n 
(2). Since K involves UV, u ' an d VI, its evaluatio n 
depends on the measurement~ of these three quantities. 
There are in fact three ways to evaluate K, all three b ei ng 
interrelated but involving u
' 
and v' in different ways ~ 
Because of experimental error s , the three methods, that 
should yield identical res u lt s, will in general produce thr ee 
somewhat different values of K. It is therefore advisabl e 
to labe'l them K1 , K3 , and K3 to corres~o'n,d to the firs t, 
second, and third method. 
The first method depe nds mainly on the results obtai ne d 
in the measurement ,of shear ing stress. Equation (18) is 
solved for v' and equation (1 9) is solved for UV. Then 
it follows that 
v' =j~ 
2].<1 
u:v = 
a-b 
4AB 
where by definition u' a n d 
If (22) is multiplied by u ' 
there is obtained 
uv 
= 
U'V I 
v ' 3tand for j;? and J~. 
a nd (23) divided by the resul t, 
a-b 
4AB 
I U'j 
I 
, 
- ~ 
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Thus Xl may be calculated fro m the data taken 1n connecti on 
with a determination of shear i ng stress together with an 
independently measured value of u'. 
The second expression f or the correlat1on coeffioient 
is obtained by cUviding equa ti on (19) by (18) and solving for 
uv/u'v'. It is found that 
AI! u ' 
l3 ; + v ' 
A 2 -
:B 
Here the data taken in oonne ct i on with a determination of 
shearing stress a~e used in su ch a way that only the ratio 
of the constan ts A and l3 a nd the ratio of u l to vi 
enter into the expression f or t he correlation coefficient. 
In this case both u' and Vi must be determined by 
independent measurement. 
Finally. by solving e quat ion (19) for uv and dividing 
by u' and T' 1t is found t hat 
K3 a - b = 4Al3 u 'v
' 
( 26) 
or by equation (, 20 ) 
T 
K3 = pu' v ' 
As shown b y equation (27). t he third method amounts simply 
t o using the measured shear i ng stress and the independently 
measured u
' 
and v'. 
Oalculation of the cor r ela tion coefficient by all thre e 
methods affords a check on t he a ccuracy of the measurements. 
Complete agreement can scar c ely be expected, and th~re 1s 
probably a best value dependi ng on the accuracy with which 
t h e various ~erme are known . As noted, X~ involve onl~ 
the ratios u'/v ' , and A /~. According to equations (11) 
and (12) 
A 
- = tantt' 13 
( 28 ) 
I 
I 
l 
I 
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and therefore A/E 18 less sub ject to error than A and 
B separately. When ~ = 45 °, the p ercentage error in 
tan~ is a ~1nimum for an error in ~ Furthermore, 
according to e~uation (25) n O error in X2 results from 
an error 1n u'/v t when Al B ~ vl/u'. Since vl/u' is 
not greatly different from u ni t y, the optimum conditions 
appear to be 
A/B =- tancp = 1 , o q) = 45 
It is concluded therefore that Xa is probably the best -
value of the correlation co e ff ici ent. On the other hand, 
only K3 'wi1l be consistent with the measured ~alues of 
T, u 1 and VI. If the dif f er en ce between Ka and K3 
1s significant, the least c ert a in of the quantities T, 
u l , and v' should be der i ved from equation (27)using 
Ka. In this way the best c ons is tent set of results will 
be obtained. 
2 8 
So far it has been assu me d that a slanting wire or an 
x-wire in the xy-plane is i n sen sitive to w. On the aver-
age there is n o flow across t h e xy-plane by definition of 
this plane. At any instant , h owever, the flow makes an 
angle with the xy-p~ane giv e n by wjU. In order to see how 
well the assumption is just if i ed it is necessary to find out 
how much of a change w/ U p roduce s in the angle between th e 
wire and the wind. If the a ngle w/U is denoted by ~W 
and the instantaneous angle be twe en the wire and the wind 
by ~i' it is found from g eome trical relations that 
It is seen from e quation (29), f or example when ~ = 45 0 , 
that AW must exceed 0.175 radian or 10 0 before 
~i - q) (= ~~) 1s greater tha n 1°. The smallness of the 
. effect on ~ 1s the reason f or assuming that wires " in the 
xy-plane are insensitive to w. Just how large v/U may 
b ecome before this assumpt ion is no longer justified is 
difficult to estimate becaus e of the distorted nature of 
the voltage fluctuation res ul t ing from w. 
In two-dimensional flow t here is no error from w in 
th e measured shearing stres s b eca~e of the fact that w is 
n ot correlated with u or v . Whether or not there is an 
error in the measured correla t ion coefficient depends on 
/ 
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the effect of ~ and w in t he measurement of u' and 
of u and w in a mea8ure~ ent of v'. It has already 
been shown that the effect of v and w .1s negligible in 
a measurement of u'. ~he eff ect of u · and w in the 
measurement of Vi will be consi dered presently, 
(d) Determinat ion of v' and ' w' 
As far as the theory is conc erned, there is no ·differ-
ence between the measuremen t of v' and WI. ~he x-wire 
instrument i8 used in both cas es - in the xy-plane for VI 
and in the x~-plane tor wt • ~herefore ~he relations for 
VI will be derived, and t he s ame relations hold true for 
WI • 
Figure 13 illustrates t he position of the wires for a 
measurement of VI. Whereas f or the measurement of shearin g 
stress, the mean-square vol t ages, denoted by & and b, 
were determined for the wir es separately, now the mean-squar e 
resultant voltage is determ i ne d for the pair. In other wor ds , 
the voltage across the pair is impressed on the amplifier 
and only the reSUltant is measured. ~hls 1s illustrated as 
follows: Referring to figur e 13, let -e1 - ea, as defin ed 
by equation (9), be the vol t age across wire I and -e1 + e~ 
be the voltage across wire I I. ~he mean-square resultant 
voltage when added is 
( 30) 
and when subtracted is 
= [<-e1-ea)I - <-e 1+e a)II]2 
Acoording to equations (9). us ing constanta AI and BI for 
wire I and All and Blr fo r wire II, equations (30) and 
.( :n) become 
/ 
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= 
(33) 
reduce to 
(35) 
Thus, in accordance with equations (11) and (12), when the 
t wo wires are identical and each subtends the same angle to 
th e wind, ea 2 is a measur e of u 2 only and eb 2 is a. 
measure of v 2 • When the tw o wires are not identical or do 
n ot subtend the same angle to t he wind, the resul t is e. 
mixture of u 2 • v 2 I a.nd uv . Equa.tion (~4) shows tha.t the 
/ 
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x-wire instrument may be used to measure u', but due to 
the possibility of obtaining a mixtur e of oomponents, the 
single wire normal to the wi nd i s pref erable. In order to 
lessen the possibility of a mi xtur e of components in the 
measurement of VI, B 1s made lar g er than Ai that is, 
the an.gle Cf> 1s made less t han 45 0 • 
' ., 
While the foregoing relat io ns are useful to illustrat e 
how the characteristics ot ind ividu~l wires can be combine d 
to produce an instrument sensi tive to v, these relations, 
as such, are not used to de t ermine v'. In practice it is 
unnecessary. as well as too laborious to de~ermine the 
constanta B for the individual wires. Instead, the sum 
and the difference ot the mean v oltag e across the pair of 
wires are determined as a func ti on of velocity and ' angle, 
and. in this way a calibre.ticin curve 1s obtaine-d for det~r­
mining v' /U from the root-mean-s quare voltage fluctuatio n 
directly. The basis for this pr ocedure 1s illustrated by 
the performance characteristics given in figures 14 and 15. 
Figure 14 shows the mean vo ltages as measured on the 
potentiometer for wires I and II as a function of angle 
between the stem of the instrument and the wind at a veloci ty 
of 124 feet per second. The d if ference voltage Eb , also 
measured on the potentiometer, 1s shown by the broken curve. 
It is seen that while the curv es for the wires individually 
are far from linear in the neigh b orhood ot zero angle, Eb 
is practically linear with angle over a range of 30 0 • The 
reciprocal of the slope indicate s the sensitivIty ot the 
pair of wires to v. When the s lope is expressed in terms 
of volts per radian and is deno t ed by AEb there exists 
the simple relation 
(36 ) 
where ~ eb a is determined fro m the compensated output 
reading of the amplifier and ~Eb is determined by cali-
bration. The calibration oonsis ts of determining ~Eb at 
various velocities. ! calibration curve shown in figure 15 
is obtained by plotting ~Eb against R/R-Ra for the pair 
of wires. This affords a conven ient means tor obtaining 
6Eb without having to know the mean velocity at each point 
in the boundary layer. 
/ 
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In use, the proper angle fo r setting the instrument is 
found by making Eb lero regardless of the angle between 
the stem of the instrument and t he wind. If the Item is 
out of a11nement with the wind . for example. 50 as shown 
in figure 14. the two wires are not set at the same angle 
32 
with respect to the stem or the wires are 1mperfect17 match ed. 
The voltage fluctuation produced by w is removed as a 
potential source of error in the measurement of v' becaus e 
the subtraction indicated in equation (31) is m~de before 
squaring. In other worde, it equation (29) were used to 
find ~~. a positive ~~ would be found for both wires, 
and there would be no net effect on the d1fference voltage. 
The effect of u in a measurement ot v' may be 
found quite simply by considering that ~ 1s assumed to be 
v/U when actually it 18 -y-. Then actually v/U±u 18 
U±u 
being measured or approximately 
..L (1 - :g) U + U 
when ~ is small compared to 1. The root-mean-square value 
U 
of this expression is 
v' 
U approximately (37) 
From this expression the error i n v'/U may be found. If. 
for example, u' ju is 0.3. the measured v1/U is too high 
by 4* percent. 
(e) Rot-Wire Lag 
Because of the heat 
is required for the wire 
a change has occurred in 
a change in magnitude or 
1s small compared to T 
taneous temperature T 
1s given by 
capacit y of the wire, a ~ertain tim e 
tempera ture to reach equilibrium af ter 
the rat e of heat 108s accompanying 
directi on of the wind. If Te - T 
- Ta , t he relation between the in.st an-
and the equilibrium temperature Te 
/ 
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M 
dT 
- • Te dt 
33 
T (38) 
where M i9 termed"the time con~tant~ The solution ot (38) 
consists of a transient term e % P (- ~) and s. 
periodic term, if Te is periodio. Since the transient 
term soon becomes negligible , on17 the periodic term will b e 
considered. As shown in reference 9, if the temperature 
variation 1s periodic ~ith frequenoy f. the temperature 
variations and corresponding vo ltage var1ations are reduced 
in amplitude below that for zero freauency by the factor 
1 
and lag in phase by the angl e 
With regard to the irregular wave form of turbulent 
fluctuations, which results fr om a superposition of many 
frequencies, (39) and (40) mean that the voltage fluctuati on 
from each component frequency is reduced in the r~tio of 1 to 
J 1 + 4 rr2faM~ and lags in phase by the angle Y. 
Consequently the wave form of the voltage across the wire 
fails to reproduce the wave fo rm of the turbulence. 
The expression for M is der ived in reference 9 for th e 
case where the heating current is constant and is given as 
where 
M = 4.18 me (R-Ra) 
12 Ra Ro a. 
m mass of the wire 
s specific heat of the mat er ial of the wire 
4.18 mechanical equivalent of h eat, joules per calorie 
/ 
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In reference 10 an expression fo r M is derived for the 
more general case in which the h eating current varies with 
the resistance of the wire. However. only constant-current 
operation and therefore equation (41) will be considered her e. 
As a matter of convenience , the terms 
equation (41) are separated into thole that 
wire and those that depend on th e operating 
tion (41) then becomes 
where depends on the wire a nd 
R - R 
a 
ing conditions. 
i 2 Ra 
According to equation (41) 
on the right of 
dep end on the 
conditions. Equa-
depends on opera t-
Me is given by 
4.18 ms 4 .18 a F· p 1 S 'IT ( 43) Me - = 
Ro Ct a o a. 
wh ere 
r radius of the wire 
f\ dens ity of material of the wire 
a o resistivity of the material of the wire at 0 0 C 
If Mc is known. M may be calculated by equation (42), 
f or any working condition. Whil e it is possible in principl e 
t o calculate Me by equation (43) from the radius of the wi~' 
and the properties of the ma t er ial, there are two reasons why 
i t is not feasible to do so. First, it 1s difficult to measure 
r with the accuracy required by the fo~ relatIon; and 
s econd. equation (41) is not st rictly valid for ~hort wires 
b ecause of end effects. The expression Me is therefore 
determined by measuring the l ag of samples of the wire under 
known operating conditions on an apparatuB which vibrates th e 
h ot wire in a steady air st'ream at various known frequencies. 
S everal experimental values of Mc for tungsten w1re w1th a 
~mlnal diameter of 0.00031 i nch are as follOWS: 
I-
I 
I 
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iUre length 
( Ill m' ) 
1 . 1 
2.5 
3 
389 
• 366 
The value of Me ca lcula ted by equation (43) 1s 
263 x 10- 7 • 
35 
It vill be observed tha t the experimentally determine d 
He increases with decreas ing wire length; whereas, accord-
ing to equation (43), Mc s h ould be 1nd~pendent of vire 
length. This effect is du e to the conduction of heat from 
the ends of the wire to th e pr ongs, which is not taken into 
account in the derivation of equation (41). Because ot thi s 
additional heat loss, a grea ter current 1s required to pro-, 
duce a given tempera t ure r is e t han would be required other-
viae. This l 'eads to the con clu sion that the principa.l eff ec t 
R - Ra 
of wire length appe~rs in th e ~uantity , used to 
1 a Ra 
calculate Mc in a lag de ter mination; and this conclusion i s 
borDe out ,by the e%perimen tal r esults which show that 
changes with wire length r at h er tha.n M itself. 
When the wire is use d t o measure turbulence, R - Ra 
l a Ra 
is found for eaoh determinat ion , and M is calculated by 
equation (42) wit h the value of Mc for the wire length us e d. 
The calculated time constant i s found to be about the same 
for short wires as for lon g wires. Unfortunately this doe s 
not mean that the procedure is entirely correct, and it is 
thought that end effects 1nt'ro duce some uncertainty in the 
evaluation of the time const an t . Since the uncertainty in-
oreases with deoreasing len g th- diameter ratio, wire of 0.0003 1-
inch diameter is not regar de d a s satisfaotory in lengths l es s 
than about 1.5 millimeters . 
,. 
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In most applicat10ne M is usually between 0.001 and 
0 .002 second. This is well within the range of time constant s 
p rovided in the amplifier. 
In cases where the sum or difference of instantaneous 
v. oltages is taken, as in the ~et ermination of v' and w'. 
i t is important that both wir es have the same time constant 
i n order that there shall be no difference in phase introdu ced. 
This is another reason for havi ng the wires as nearly identi cal 
a s possible and operated at t he same mean angle and velocity. 
VIII. APPLICATION or HOT-W IRE INSTRUMENTS AND RESULTS 
Following the development and study of new instrument s 
a nd methods, measurements of u ' . v'. w'. and uv vere made 
i n the turbulent boundary layer along the wall shown in fi gur es 
l and 2. The results obtain e d 80 far are far from being suf-
f iciently complete to make a significant contribution to turbu-
l ent boundary-layer theory_ They are g iven here mainly as ex-
a mples of the kind of result s obtainable. 
Prior to undertaking work with hot-wire instruments, th e 
p ressure distribution along t he surface was measured and th e 
p osition of the separation p o in t vas determined. A certain 
a mount of preliminary work h a d to be done to obtain two-
d imensional flow over the af t er portion of the wall and to 
obtain a straight and well-defi ne d line of separation. The 
f inal pressure distribution a nd separation point at a Reynol d s 
number RN . of 15.3 million i s shown in figure 16. Attenti on 
i s called to the region of a dvers e pressure gradient near the 
l eading edge and to the occur renc e of transition therein. Th is 
c ondition resulted from the h igh effective angle of attack and 
t he small radius of · curvatur e of the leading edge. The tur bu-
l ence of the free stream was foun~ to be closely isotropic 
with an intensity of about 1 / 2 percent. 
Mean velocity distribut ions through the boundary layer 
were determined at the same Reyno lds number by traversing 
n ormal to the surface with a smal l pitot-static tube mounted 
o n the traversing apparatus and support system shown in figu r e 
1 . From such distributions, ob ta ined at many stations along 
t he surface, 8. !* . e. and H were found. 
The velOCity distribut i on s showed eertain anomalies near 
t he separation point that ar e b eli eved to be due to an effect 
of turbulence on the pitot t u be . Effects of this sort appear 
" 
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in the results of other invest i gators (reference 13). lor 
this reaoon it is planned t o r e determine some of the veloci t y 
distributions at the same t i me u' measurements are made, 
since tne same hot-wire ins t rument serves both purposes. 
The veiocity distributions d etermined SO far by the hot wir e 
are shown in figure 17. Th e velocity d1atributions are an 
impo~tant adjunct to turbul ence data for a number of pur-
poses, one being to calculat e mixing length by equation (3) . 
The results that demo n st r ate the application of hot-
wire instruments are given i n f igures 19, 20, 21, and 22. 
The mean velocity contours a nd the boundary-layer thickness, 
shown in figure 18, are incl uded here along with figures 16 
and 17 to show the kind of boun dary layer in which the tur bu-
lence measurements wara ma de . The meas'\;.remenis were made a. t 
RN = 15.3 million. All thes e curves W3~e obtained by taking 
observations at Various dis t ances from the surface with th e 
traversing device shown in f igure 1. A description of this 
device will be omitted here , partly because the m&nner of 
traversing is incidental to the investigation and partly b e-
cause the remote-control fe a tur e of the device has not prov e d 
to be entirely satisfactory fo r hot-wire work, Rowever, th e 
support system and traVers ing d evice s~own in f1gur8 1 sati s -
fied an important condition tha t must be met by any system -
namsly, that it should not a lte r the condition of the boundar y 
layer at the posltio~ of th e h o t wire. It 18 remarked tha t 
complete remote control is a ttended with considerable diffi-
culty due to the requireme nt t h at the instruments must be 
kept in proper alinement w it h t he mean wind in the measure-
ment of VI ~ uv, and WI. Tr aversing is therefore a matt er 
that must be worked out to mee t particular needs . 
Figure 19 shOWS the di s tr i bution of u'/U 1 , v'/""h, a nd 
w'/U 1 through the boundary lay er at x = 171~ feet. Fi g-
ure 20 gives the distributi on o f friction coefficient · cf 
for the same position. The fr i ction co~fficient 1s obtained 
from the shearing stress by the following relation: 
T 
. ~ 
The local skin friction co e~ fi c ient i o /l/2pU 1 I estimated 
from the momentum e~uation ( re f erence 13) is indicated in th e 
figure. The limits indica te th e uncertainty in the local s kin 
/ 
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frict ion at this point, Th e~r et ically. the turbulent shear· .. 
ing stress should decrease i n th e l aminar 8ublayer and actu-
ally fall to zero at the s urfa ce . Beyond the laminar sub-
layer but still close to t he 8ur face th e turbulent shearing 
stress may be expected to a gree with To . This appears to 
be the case, since the point s nearest the surface are well 
outside of the laminar suclayer . The oorrelation coeffioi ents 
calculatad by the t h ree dif f er ent metho ds (equations (24) .• (25), 
and (27) are given in flgi.' r e 21 . Oo eff icients Xl and K a 
agree, but K3 is about 17 p er cent above the other two. Th is 
difference. which indioates experimental error, has not yet 
been aocounted for. More ob serTations are necessary befor e 
it is possible to decide whi ch of the quantities UT. u', or 
v' 1s least certain and" t hereby make use of the procedure 
s~gge9ted in sectlonVI! f or obtaining the best oonsistent 
set of results. 
Figure ~,2sho"w8 the d i stribution of u'/U at leveral 
s~ations in t~e region of advers e pr essure gradient. It wi ll 
be noted that the ordinates here are th e ratio of u' to 
the mean " local velocity ins t ead of the mean veloeity at the 
outer "edge of the layer. Th h met hod of presenting the re-
sults is useful when It is d es irabl e to know whether or not 
the fluctuations are small c ompared to the mean local vel ocity . 
"This subject will be consid ered in the following section. 
Figure 22 shows that u' jU in cr eases progressively a8 x in-
creases, " No turbulence measur ementa have yet been made bey ond 
x - 22 feet, 
IX, ERRORS WHEN FLUOTUAT IONS ARE NOT SMALL 
It vill be recalled t hat u, T. v small compared to U 
was a basic assumption 1n t h e deve lopment of the equations in 
section VII. The results i n f igur e 22 may well raise doubt s 
about the smallness of th es e quant it i as in a turbul en t bounda-
ry ~ayer. Beyond a doubt u' ju will oontinue to increase as 
t he separation pOint at Xs = 25 .7 faet Is approached, and 
Just how high the value wil l go is not known. The components 
v ' jU and w'jU and the s hear ing str ess have been determined 
only at x = l~ feet, but it i8 reasonable to assume that 
these t~o will increase wit h x. Th e questions are then, 
hov large may u'jU, v' jU, and w'/U become before the fl uctu-
ations may no longer be consi der ed small compared to U, and 
how does the error depend on t he size of these quantities? 
Unfortunately the ana wer s to these questions are not 
/ 
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easily obtained. When the f l uc tuations are no longer small , 
errors arise from the inter ac tion of component9, improper 
compensation for lag, and t he nonlinearity of the voltage-
velocity curve and th& vol t age-angle cur~e for a hot wire 
operated with constant hea t ing ourrent. The latter concerns 
the errors in A and ! r esul ting trom the assumption tha t 
u, v, and v are infinit esimals. When the aeveral kind9 
ot errors are considered, it 1s found that errors in A and 
! are probably the larges t and therefore deserve first con-
sideration . 
Since the vave form of turbulent fluctuations is ir-
regular and Jagged, and qual i t a tively has the appearance ot 
complete randomness, an ac cur at e estimate of the errors in 
A and ! seems to be imp oss i ble. A crude method 1s to 
assume sinusoidal fluctuat ions and to find A trom experi-
mental voltage-velocity cur ves and B from experimental 
Toltage-angle curves with th e r elatione t _or A and ! 
given by 
A D 
a!he ratios A 
ing -larger and 
about a point 
corresponding 
and ' :8 
larger 
on their 
AEmax' 
are d etermined - by arbitrarily assign-
incr em ent s to AU max and to A~max 
res pec tive curves and determining th e 
For a s ine wave 
~Umax =.[2 u t t 
The values of A and ! f ound in this way are the correct 
ones for sinusoidal variat io ns in AU and A~, at least 
until ~Umax and A~max bec om e so large that the voltage 
wave is distorted by a signi f i cant amount by the nonlineari t y 
of the curves. Obviously . the weakness in this method is th e 
inference that t here exist r e l~tions like . 
u = .j2u l , 
max 
V D .[2"v', W = Jaw' 
max max 
for turbulent fluct uations . For want of a better proce~ure. 
A and B were det ermined by t his methoa, and were fou~~ -t o 
/ 
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i ncrease with inoreasing ~Umax and ~max' Denot1ng the 
values ot A given by e~uat i on . (11) and (13) by All and 
A 1 3 and the value of B gi v en by equation (12) by B13 • 
t he errors a8 g iven 1n table I are found. 
TABLE I 
u' V I W I Wire normal W1re 45 0 to wind 
-, -, 
-U U U t o w'i nd 
.t- A1 :3 A-All B-B13 
A 1 3 All B13 
(percent) (percent) (percent) 
, 
0.05 Too small t o Too small to Too small to 
es t imat e estimate estimate 
.10 0.2 Too small to 1.0 
estimate I 
.15 1. 5 1.0 5.0 
.20 ? ,O 5.0 9,0 j 
.25 12.5 9.0 14.0 
.30 19.0 15.0 20.0 
.35 2? 0 20 -
The e r rors wer e fou nd t o d epend on the velocity to a 
s ligh t ext ent, bu t n ot en ough t o Warrant consideration in a 
t able of th is sor t, whioh , a f te r all, is intended mainly to 
i ndioate t he order of magnitu de of the errore. 
Th~ er r ors ind i cated in oo lumn 2 apply to a measure-
40 
ment of u' /U. They are i n s uch a direction as to make th e 
measured v alue too high by t h e percentages given. The err ore 
i ndioated i n co l umns 3 a nd 4 apply to the measurement of s hear-
ing stre s s. Accord ing: t o equat ion (20) the error in the shear-
ing s t res s is th e er r or in All plus the error in B13 f or 
th e ap propr i a te values of u'/U and vl/U. Again the error 
/ 
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is in such a direotion as to make the measured shearing st r ess 
too high. 
Aefore investigating t h e error in oorrelation coeffici ent , 
it is noted that errors in v1 /U and v'/U are not those in-
dicated in oolumn 4 of tab l e I . The controlling factor her e 
is the shape of the broken ourv e in ~1gure 14. If the ampl i-
tude of the fluctuation does no t go b e~ond the liner portio n 
of this curve, the onl~ error in v1/U and w'/U associated 
with size arises from the assumption that v/U and w/U ar e 
given by 6~ when actually they are given by tan6~. Thi s 
error will generall~ be negl ibible for amplitudes that lie 
within the linear portion of t he curve. According to figur e 
14, the amplitude of a sinusoidal fluctuation will go beyond 
the linear portion when vt / U or w1/U exceeds 0.19. It 
vill be assumed that the er r or arising from ut/U ma~ be 
corrected by means of equat i on (37), and vt/U and v'/U 
vill be regarded as being f r ee from error due to size for 
values up to 0.19. It will be necessary to pass over the 
question of errors for value s greater than 0.19. 
If no error in yt is as sumed, it vill be possible to 
get some idea of the error i n correlation coefficient from 
table I. It is found, for examp le, that the error in Xl 
(equation (24) 1s giv&n approximately by the difference 
between the errors in A13 and All in columns ?, and 3. 
The error in K~ (equation (25 ») reaches about 2 percent for 
a value of 0.3 in column 1. The error in X3 (equation (27 » 
1s the error in shearing st r es s minus that in ~l. 
At the 22-foot position t he maximum value of ut/U is 
found from figure 22 to be 0 .19. If u t and v' are in th e 
same ratio here as at the l 'ii- - foot position, the predicted 
v 1/U will be about 0.11. The errors charged to size in 
measurements at the point n ear es t the surface in the 22-foot 
position are estimated to be : 
6 percent in u' ju 
6 percen~ predi oted in Cf 
Not more than 1 peroent predicted in K 
No error predic t ed in vl/U and v' /U 
According to reference 9 there 1s an error in compensa-
tion involved in the use of expr ession (39), which depends on 
/ 
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the size of a term 
2fT t 8. M 
where a 1s the amplitude of t he reaistance changes divid e d 
by R-Ra. It is shown tha t the error is lese than 2 percent 
when 2fT! a l~ ie no greater tha.n 0.14. Since the distri bu-
tion of amplitude with f~equency in a turbulent boundary lay er 
is not known, no estimate ot t h e actua l error can be made. 
The fact that an aTror in oompens ation is likely to enter to 
a greater and greater degree as the fluctuations increase i n 
size is further argument tor us ing wires ot the smallest 
possible diameter. 
x~. CON OLUS IONS 
An account has been given of the recent development s 
in hot-wire instruments for use in turbulent boun~ar7 lay er s • . 
From the theory of hot-wire measuremon ts and the character1s-
. tics of the various instruments 1t is concluded that U't Vi , 
w' ,uv t and K may be measure d. These quantities are Gm ong 
the more important character is t ics of the turbulence need ed 
to further an understanding of turbul en t boundary layers. 
The results so far obtained in th e boundary-layer investiga-
tion for which the instruments were developed show that th es e 
quantities Can be measured i h the thick turbulent boundary 
layer used in the present exper iment. The average charact er is-
tics of the layer are shown by th e pressure distribution, mean 
velocity distribution. thick ness , and separation point. 
More observations are ne cessary before the experimenta~ 
uncertainties can be proper l y appraised. In theory at least . 
the important errors are th ose tha t increase with the relative 
magnitude of the flUctuatio n s an d are inherent in the constan t -
current method of operating ho t-w ire an emometers. The rela t ions 
between the voltage and the magni tude and direction of the wind 
are not linear; and it is f or this reason that the proport ion-
ality factors A and B are no t co ns tant. but are rather 
some involved function of t h e root-mean-square value of the 
fluctuations. This fact ha s l ong been recognized. but has 
never been a serious dra\'/ba c k in the measu:!."emG~t of tree-str eam 
turbulence where the fl u ctuati ons rar e ly exceed a few percen t 
of the mean veloci ty . Thes e e rror s are a matter of concern 
in boundary-layer applicati ons , but are not sufficient to 
condemn the method. They d o . however . show the need for 
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further development of other me thods of operation that are 
better adap t ed to t he meas ur ement of large fluctuations, 
s uch as th e constant-tempe r at ur e method with 1ine~rizing 
circuits proposed by Weeke i n reference 11. 
Na tional Bureau of Stand~r d s 
Washington, D. C., Jun e 29 , 1945. 
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Figure 1. - Fron"t vi ew of "boundary-layer wall" in lO-foot -
wind tunnel. Height of wall i _s 10 feet. Inst ru-
ment support shown on worki ng side. 
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METHOD FOR El(CTROPLRTl NG- TUNG-STE:N WIRE: 
TRA,NS P ARE lilT El.l:cTROL"1'T£ WELLS 1. ~NO 2-
SEPARRTED BY' AIRGRI' 
2 E LfCTP.ODf:~ AS 
Z ElEcTRODES AS 
~NODE: fOR ""t lL NO. 2 
METAL BOBBIN 
zre-o SECl111NS T~ 
SHiff" S~CTIOIII 
Fig. 4 ~ 
Figure 4.- Electroplating bath. Inser t shows a microphotograph 
of O.0003l-inch diameter t ungsten wire with plated 
sections . 
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11gure 5.- Assembled electrical equi pment . A, amplifi er; 
a, power supply; 0, control uni t . 
rig. 
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PORTABLE TURBULENCE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 
CONTROL UNIT 
CIRCUIT SELECTOR NO.1 CIRCUIT SELECTOR NO.Z 
+ 
!IOS.NO. I 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
[XTUIMAL, .. ASURr.lIIlMT 
""'U'I!1t 
CONTROL UNIT COI4PONRN'I'S 
6 ohms 
200 .. 
10 .. 
100 " 
1,000 .. 4 dial decade 
1,000 tt 
100 .. 
500 .. 
Rl. 
R2. 
R3, 
R4, 
R5, 
Re. 
R7. 
R8, 
R9, speoial real.tor a djusted to give 0.0025 
when oarrying 1/2 scale osoillator meter 
R10, 1.000 ohms 
Ril. 250" 
R12, 5.000 .. 
R13,lO.OOO " 
R14. 1.000 .. 
C. O.~ mt. 
L. 12 henries. 105 ohms. 
yolt drop 
ourrent. 
Figure 6.- Diagram of control-unit circuit. 
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PORTABLE TURBULENCE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 
..., - - AMPLIF IER 
eo -
~ 
- . 
GAlN CONTROL n"E CONSTANT SELECTOR 
INPUT 
_ 260 ~ .~ __ ~ __ ~~~ __ ~ __________ ~ __ ~~ ____________ ~+-__ ~ ____ ~ 
POWER SUPPLY NO. Z 
. 
. 
... 
CIO 
PUTE CURRENT METER 
AND SELECTOR 
6E5 ZERO AOJUST .. ENT IN 
260 V. o-~ ____ ~~~~ __ ~~~~ ____________ ~P~OW~E~R~SU~P~P~~NO~I __ -r __ ~ 
powE"IIt SUPPLY+" NO. 1 
AliPLIF IER COl4PONEm'S 
R1. 100,000 ohms Rl4r 2,500 ollme 
R2 2,000 .. Rl5 3.333 .. 
R3 2,000,000 " Rl6 5,000 .. 
R4r 500,000 .. R1. '7 lO,ooo .. 
R5 3,000,000 .. Rla 3,~ .. 
R6 l,OOO .. R19 2,000,000 
R'1 25,000 .. R20 1 ,000,000 .. 
RS 150 .. R21 1,500 .. 
R9 , 750 R22 500 .. 
Rl0 50,000 .. R23 10 ,000,000 .. 
Rll 1.000,000 .. R24r 1 ,000,000 .. 
R12 1,000,000 .. R25 500,000 .. 
R13 2,000 .. ROC 10.24.0 obilla total 
SA. 2 mao full 8cale mater shunt 
SB, 20 .. .. .. .. 
SC, 20 .. .. .. .. 
3D. 2 .. .. " .. .. SE, 2 .. .. .. .. .. 
SF, 2 .. .. .. .. 
00, 200 " .. .. .. .. SH. 10 .. .. .. .. .. 
C1., 2 ~-. C5, 0.005 mr. C9. O. ()()l mr. C13, 16 1IIf'. 
C2, 4r .. C6, O.O~ mr • C10, 0.1 .. L • 60 millihenry 
C3, 0.02 .. C'7, 0.003 .. • cl1. , 0.01 " Ci, O.~ .. ca, 0.002 " C1.2, 0.02 ... 
Figure 7.- Diagram of amplifier circuit. 
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PORTAB LE TURBULENCE MEASU REMENT EQUIPMENT 
POWER SUPPLIES 
PI LOT L AMP 
Ille 
PILOT LAMP 
Rl, 
R2, 
R3, 
R4, 
R5. 
R6, 
R7 , 
e l , 
C2, 
C3 , 
L, 
Tl, 
T2, 
POWER SU PPLY 
NO. 1 
POWER SUPP LY 
N O.2 
POWER SUPPLY COMPONENTS 
15,000 ohms 
10,000 
" 250,000 
" 1,000 " 10, 000 
" 3,500 
" 20 " center t a pped 
e mt. 
32 
" 0 . 5 " 12 henri es, 23..\. ohms 
750 Vaa. aenter tapped, .lSA; 5V., 
2.5V., 6A. 
6.3V •• 3A. 
TO+20 
3A. ; 5.3V. 
Fig. 
PLATE SUPPLY 
JACK AND PLUG 
• I • 
2 0 1ST STAGE 
8([j) 
:5 0 2NQI!II3RO STAGES 
4 0 4TH STAGE 
~ 0 ,TH STAGE 
6 0 PHASE INVERTER 
1 0 OUTPUT STAGE 
8 0 6E5 ZERO AOJ , 
~ 0 CO .... ON HEGATrvE 
o 100 
o II 0 
o 12 0 
HEATER SUPPLY 
JACK AND PLUG 
o ~:} ~~:~;~~~::ER 
: ! : J :~~~6~:~~ 
: ! :l,STSTAGE 
: ; :} ::~ :rR: ;;:G£5 
3.3A.; 
Fi gure 8.- Di agram of power-supply circuit. 
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F1gure 13.- Diagram 1llustrating position of wires for a 
measurement of turbulent shear1ng stress. Arrows 
indicate positive direction of x, y, U, u, L~d v. 
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figure 17.- Distribution of mean velocity determi ned by toe hot-wire method. 
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